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Introduction
Shoot thinning is undertaken during the spring to improve airflow for reduced disease, increase leaf exposure to sunlight for
increased photosynthesis, maintain crop yield and quality, and also to reduce number of pruning wounds in the following winter.
Spore trapping has detected grapevine trunk disease (GTD) pathogens throughout spring and summer in association with
rainfall. It is well documented that Botryosphaeria dieback (BD) pathogens can infect green grapevine tissue but there is no
evidence of green shoot infection by Eutypa dieback (ED) pathogen spores.

Methods
• A preliminary trial was established in November 2020 on 

Shiraz vines grown in pots in a shade house (Fig 1a). 
• Green shoots were either cut with secateurs 1 cm above 

the node leaving a smooth pruning wound (Fig 1b) or 
torn off at the joint between lignified cane and the base 
of the shoot, leaving a rough socket wound (Fig 1c). 

• Wounds were artificially inoculated with 200 spores of
ED or BD pathogens (Fig 1b-c).

• Spurs were removed 9 months later and assessed for 
presence or absence of the pathogens. 

Results
• ED pathogen was recovered from 62 and 69% of pruning and

socket wounds, respectively
• BD pathogen was recovered from 96 and 91% of pruning and

socket wounds, respectively.
• No pathogens were isolated from uninoculated controls.

Conclusion
These results confirm that spring shoot thinning wounds
are susceptible to infection by GTD pathogens. With
reports of ED and BD pathogen spore detection throughout
spring and summer, it is now important to determine the
risk of infection in the vineyard under natural conditions
following shoot thinning activities.

Figure 1. Spring pruning wound trial in the shadehouse (a). Inoculating
green shoot pruning wound (b) and socket wound (c) with fungal spores 
using a pipette.

Figure 2. Recovery of Eutypa and Botryosphaeria dieback pathogens from
pruning wounds above the second node on green shoots and socket wounds
from green shoot removal.
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